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MHT Lighting is a lead US manufacturer for energy efficient induction lighting. The company is
known to use the highest quality. The company has the only manufacturing facility that has been
certified by the ISO 9000/01 in USA. This means that every manufacturing procedure and quality
control is performed before any product leaves the factory. The product has to be tested, burned in
and inspected to make sure that it lasts the time that has been promised. You will find that this is
totally different from other lightning companies in the market. The company has qualified staffs that
are able to provide the engineering, the personalized solutions and project layouts for the industrial
and commercial lightning needs.

MHT which stands for â€œManufacturers of High Technologyâ€• vision is to make sure that it is the leading
company in manufacturing energy efficient products in the US. The company is also known to be
dedicated to its community, employees, customers and environment in general. The MHT lighting is
more concerned about the future of this planet. This is why the company tries to implement the
latest technology which has less negative effect on the environment while also preserving the
natural resources.

The company strategy to stay relevant in this competitive global market is to make sure that their
energy efficient systems employ the latest and greatest technology that reduces electricity. MHT
buys only from the best companies that are able to provide only top quality components. The
company reduces the cost at the same time it increases the energy efficiency.

The MHT management team understands the demand for energy efficient cost effective products
that can outperform other products that are available at the market. With the rising of the energy
costs, every body needs the products such as the SP1000, LED, and induction lighting which are
long lasting with low maintenance needs while also having high optimal energy efficiency. The
company is also looking for more expansion opportunities in different places.

The companyâ€™s corporate headquarters are located in New York. The 55,000 square foot facility is
an approved UL manufacturer in energy efficient lighting and energy efficiency â€“ energy management
systems. MHT is ISO 9000/01 certified NAFTA and AARA Buy American compliant. Now you can
find the company product in Central America, South America, Mexico and United States.

MHTâ€™s energy efficient products are in high demand throughout North and South America. The
company goes above and beyond to make sure that their products are of the highest quality
components and design, while they attend to the customersâ€™ needs through customer service. When
you buy the company product, you will get competitive price, quality service, individualized
consulting for your project and the cutting edge technology.
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best a American Energy Solutions. Our products such as the SP1000 to begin to enjoy the
electricity bill savings.
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